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CEREMCM IaL BRON ZES

The bronze objects in this gallery date
from the earliest historical periods in
China, the Shang and Chou Dynasties (Tradi-
tional dates i '1766-1122, 1122-249 B.C.).
Although traditional Chinese history mentions
periods of even greater antiquity ending with
a dynasty called Hsia, which was reputedly
overthrown by Shang, these records are purely
legendary, and are known to us mainly from
the oldest of the surviving written histories
which was compiled about 100 B.C. Not many
years ago, the Shang Dynasty, too, was con-
sidered legendary, but the discovery of in-
scribed fragments of bone that were used for
divination, and the study of these inscrip-
tions, has, to a large extent, verified the
reports of the historian. These documents,
though written in archaic script, are the
direct ancestors of modern Chinese, and
show that the language was already highly
developed. That is, it was in no sense
primitive , and just as these texts are evi-
dence of the advanced intellectual capaci-
ties of the bhang people, the bronze objects
of this early period are witness of an
elaborate and sophisticated material culture.
Here, from the earliest historic era, are
bronzes whose technical perfection is not to
be outdone by modern bronze casters, and
whose ornamentation bespeaks a rich spiritual
life.

The objects were made by casting molten
bronze in various ways. The so-called "lost
wax" method was used, as was direct casting
in clay moulds; and the expert manipulation
of these techniques is apparent in the fact
that the great precision and fineness of the
surface patterns was executed in tiiis way.
Only rarely do we find traces of chiseling,
filing, or otherwise working over the com-
pleted object with tools. With this in mind,
an examination of the bronzes themselves is
the best wray to gain an understanding of the





skill of the early Chinese. It should be
noted too that the present color of the
objects in no way reflects their original
appearance. It is probable that they were
the usual metallic colors, silver, brass,
copper, or black, and that this was relieved
in some cases by a lacquer or lacquer-like
inlay of black or red. Traces of these
materials remain on some vessels. The pre-
sent rich shades of green, blue, and other
colors are the accidental result of chemical
action on the metal by the soil in which it
has lain buried.

In the matter of the forms of the bronzes,
and of the patterns which adorn their sur-
faces, our knowledge is still extremely
limited. It is known, for instance, that
there were food vessels, wine vessels, water
vessels, weapons, ana musical instruments.
The classes ure not clearly defined, and
much of our present opinion may someday
have to be revised. Another point on which
we are much in the dark, is the names of the
various forms . It will be noted that each
vessel has a type name, but while these are
convenient for reference, there is only in-
complete evidence that these names were
familiar to the makers of the bronzes. While
some of the vessels have their type names
inscribed on them, many of the names we use-

are those given by antiquarians of much later
date

.

The surface decoration has been a subject
for much study, but the original meaning of
the various forms remains unknown. The an-
cient Chinese were greatly impressed by natur
al phenomena, and the various aspects of
nature took their places beside the deceased
ancestors as objects of devotion. We would
call it nature worship, as a general assump-
tion, then, it may be said that the many
dragon and monster forms, the bugs, fish,
birds, lines, spirals, and circles that cover
the surfaces of the bronzes in such rich pro-
fusion were intended c.s symbols for the force





of nature of which the Chinese stood in awe

.

They were not meant to depict these forces,
for, like other Asiatics, the Chinese did
not always seek to make realistic representa-
tions of their gods. They were mere symbols,
arbitrarily conceived to suggest the existence
and the activity of the powers they saw and
felt around them. Thus the makers of the
objects put tii^ best of their technical abili-
ties to work in the service of their spirit-
ual needs

.

One further point should be noted. eLaiy
of the bronzes have inscriptions, in charac-
ters of archaic form,, cast on their surfaces.
In the case of the earlier examples, there
may be only one or two characters, and later
on they increase in length, occasionally
reaching several hundreds. The study of these
inscriptions has thrown some light on the hist-
ory of the early periods, and has revealed
something about the immediate purpose of the
objects themselves. Instead of assuming, as
we once did, that the bronzes were made only
for burial with the dead, we now know that
this was not the case. They were made for
use by the living. The shorter inscriptions
are sometimes mere monograms, or they may
indicate that the object was dedicated to
a particular ancestor to insure his welfare
in the hereafter. Borne of the longer in-
scriptions contain material of important
historical interest. They relate events in
the lives of kings and lesser officials, de-
scribe military conquests, hunting expeditions,
royal journeys, etc. Such records generally
conclude with dedicatory remarks and the ex-
pression of auspicious hopes for the living
and the de ac. alike

.





Principal Types of Bronzes

As was noted above, there is much uncer-
tainty as to the names of the various types
of early bronzes; and many of those now in
use were applied to the vessels from ten to
twenty centuries after they were made., Be-
cause of their convenience for reference,
however, a list of terms is faiven below.
While it must still be regarded as tentative s

it is based on trie latest work of Chinese,
European, and American scholars in the field.
Two of the names are worth special mention.
I is a term appearing in the inscriptions of
many vessels, and simply means "sacrificial
vessel". It is not, therefore, applicable
to any particular type. The term Fang I,

however, which means "square sacrificial
vessel", has acquired a special meaning through
usage, and is now applied only to rectangular
vessels with roof-like covers (cf. 30.54) . In
the same way, the term tsun , which has a simi-
lar general meaning and is used in combination
with i in many inscriptions, has come to have
a more specific use. It is now applied not
to a single type, but to a large group of
vessels including those in amma1 form that
do not, for special reasons, fall into other
categories, as well as to large vases of
various shapes. Some of the more usual types
may be grouped as follows:

Food Vessels .

Li \tf] i a tripod whose interior extends well
down into hollow legs; usually two upright
loop handles on the rim.

Ting fit] '• L round tripod or rectangular four-
legged vessel with solid cylindrical legs, and
loop handles upright on the rim. Details of
this form vary considerably.

Hsien jgjfh 1 a steamer formed by a tripod of
li type

:

surmounted by a colander with handles.





Kuei (or Chiu) }tt?_ : A bowl with two or four
handles, sometimes with none, resting on throe
or four feet, a hollow rectangular base, or
on its own round foot; with or without cover.

Hsfl ssL • a shallow, ovoid, covered dish
with handles] projections on cover to serve
us legs when inverted.

Fu j|jt : a rectangular covered dish with
straight, steeply sloping sides; cover almost
duplicates body when inverted.

Tou La : a stemmed vessel With spheroid bowl
and cover, and two annular handles j circular
projection on cover to serve as foot when in-
verted .

Wine Vessels .

Tsun !M s a large vase or jar with flaring
lip, round or rectangular. Any vessel of
zoomorphic design not otherwise classified,
(see introductory note) .

Chih n^F : A small vase, ovoid in section,
usually covered,

i-

Yu \qj i a covered jar, ovoid or round in
section, with bail handle.

Huo _r?£L : a covered vessel with spout for
pouring, and handle , usually with "three or
four legs. Any other vessel with spout.

Chia : a round tripod, or square four-
legged vessel with handle on one side and two
uprights on lipj with or without cover.

Chiie

h

|^+- : like above only with long open
spout and lip pointed in back.

Chiieh j^J (formerly read Chio) : tripod cup
with handle, and symmetrically pointed lip,
with or without cover.

Ku fjyjy : a slender beaker with wide foot and
wider flaring lip.





Hu s a large round or square vase with
swelling body usually with two ring handles;
with or without cover. Many variant forlis.

Lei '.'^ : a large vase or jar, much like
above only with widest part of body just be-
low neck.

Kuang j^ju ' a squat pitcher elongated from
front to back; with cover extending over
open spout, handle at back; zoomorphic in
form.

Water vessels 9 Musical instruments , misc.
h

I i ceremonial vessels in general^ (see
introductory note)

.

I jjjjj : a shallow vessel for pouring water;
three" or four legs, or none; handle at back,
sometimes covered. Like our "gravy boat".

Chien tor? (sometimes called Hsi ;yr, )i a
large, deep basin, usually with two handles.
Probably for washing as implied by its alter-
nate name

.

P g an : a wide shallow pan with or with-
out handles and feet.

Ytl y^ry °. a large, deep vessel with flaring
lip; with or without handles. For wine or
water

.

A
Chung Jj> : a clapper less bell to be struck
from ouTside; ovoid in section, handle on top.

Xo i a weapon consisting of a long dagger-
like blade, with a tang at the back for
nafting. The form varies considerably.

Ch f i i a_ battle axe with a broad blc.de
and a tang at the back for hafting. The form
varies considerably.
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Characteristic Ornament

The apparently infinite number of forms
appearing on the bronzes may be considered

,

to a largo extent , as variations of certain
basic elements. The principal ones occurring
on objects described in this Gallery Book
are listed below with some of their Chinese
names and brief explanations based on the
present rather limited knowledge of the sub-
ject.

Lei-wen \3? ^.A. . Translated "thunder
pattern", this form consists of small spirals
varying from rectangular to circular in shape.
It often covers the whole surface of vessels,
and is also used as body-filling for other
elements

.

T'ao-t ^ieh P=L N: . Translated "glutton"
or "monster" j this name is applied to one of
the commonest motifs on early bronzes, though
the term does not actually occur in Chinese
literature until the third century B.C. Its
form is that of a facte, or mask, seen from
the front, and it varies considerably in de-
tail. In general two eyes, eyebrows, nostrils,
and upper lip appear $ though other features
are sometimes recognizable. While it is often
clearly defined, there are instances where the
details are only suggested, or are partially
obscured by other forms. Attempts have been
made to identify individual examples with
tigers, rams, water-buffaloes, etc

. , but, for
the most part, this is pure guesswork and lacks
real authority. It should be noted that the
form often consists of the confrontation of
two animals seen in profile; and also that it
is occasionally shown upside down.

Dragons . One of the most popular motifs all
through the history of Chinese art, this
form occurs on ancient bronzes in a number
of variations. Usually seen in profile,
they may have no legs at all, or else two or
four; 'chey may have bottle-shaped horns,
hooked horns, large ears, or flowing crests,
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and their nostrils may end in a beak,, a snout

,

or a trunk. Sometimes tney are shown coiled
up, seen either from the side or from the top.
These various forms have been extensively
classified by the Cninese with different names
for each.

Cicada . With the representations of this in-
sect,, the bronze decorators come from the fiel
of the fabulous 3 imaginary beasts to the de-
piction of actual living creatures. The cicad
or locust, appears in swarms over the North
China Plain each- summer, and the buzzing noise
of these insects is one of the most character!
tic features of that season.

Cowrie . This mollusk is native to the Indian
Ocean, and its shell was known in China from
Neolithic times. It was widely used as money,
and, in addition to this, it has long held
an important place in Cninese lore as a symbol
of fertility.

Silkworm . The small worm-like creatures on
some of the bronzes have been tentatively
identified as silkworms; but this is still
uncertain. It is known, however, that silk
was woven in the Shang dynasty; and the pro-
ducer of this valuable material may well have
had sufficient importance to be used for
symbolic purposes on these ceremonial vessels.

Mons ter masks . These are animal heads of
various kinds, distinguished from the t c ao-
t 6 ieh in that they are executed more in the
round and nave complete mouths instead of
just the upper lip. Tney occur on handles
and as handle lugs> or merely uS protruding
elements of the design. Several types are
noted: those with feline features which
may be lions, tigers, or cats; those with
bovine features which may be bulls, oxen, or
water-buffaloes; and those that look like
rams' -heeds. Various kinds of horns and teeth
appear interchangeably on the different types.

The following drawings illustrate some
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of the varieties of these designs:

Page 1. Three t tf ao-t ' ien.

Page 2. Top - t tf ao-t f ieh.

Middle - t *ao-t ( ieh

.

Bottom - interlaced dragons.

Page 3. Dragon forms •

R i v c\ frif nt;

Page 5. Top row - Cicada forms.

2nd ro\. - Silkworm (?) forms.

3rd row - Water buffalo heads

.

Bottom row - Cowrie shells.

Page 6. Top - leaf shaped e3.ement
with lei -v. en filling.

Bottom - coiled dragon.
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39.5 Ceremonial water vessel of the type Chlen .

Chou Dynasty.

The intricately interlaced pattern of
this vessel is typical of the products of
the latter part of the Chou Dynasty, In
contrast to the earlier works it will be
noted that no single element of the design,
aside from the heads on the handles, is
meant to be seen as a separate unit.

The surface is divided horizontally
into three main registers separated by
narrow bands of braid pattern set in plain
areas. A wider smooth area separates the
lowest register from the foot which again
has the braided band. On top of the rim
is a band of entwined dragon forms, and on
its outer edge is a row of cowrie shells.
The main registers are covered with closely
interlaced dragon forms whose flat surfaces
have on them granular patterns, interlock-
ing spirals, and volutes and triangles, all
frequently found on bronzes of this period.
The low surfaces are relieved by the raised
eyes and the upturned edges of some of the
curves and hooks, all regularly disposed
throughout the whole pattern.

Four large handles are topped with
monster-heads with curled horns. Two of
the handles nave flat disk-like rings de-
pending from them; and the outer surfaces
of both rings and handles are covered with
fine intaglio design.

Inside the vessel is cast an inscription
of six characters reading "Chien made by
the noble Chin"

.
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4-0.11 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Yu„
a-b

Shang Dynasty

.

This vessel is characteristic of its
type in every respect. (cf. .30.26 and 42.14-) •

It is divided into three horizontal bands
of decoration, separated from one another by
plain areas j and the cover has two more such
b^nds. Vertically , the vessel is divided
by four heavy , deeply notched flanges on
each register save the neck, where two of
the flanges are omitted to make room for the
handle

.

Each register^ is provided with a ground
pattern of lei-wen . The base carries eight
small dragon forms, facing the central flanges
of the broad ,,xes in pairs. Above this, the
main field is decorated with the elements of
the t € ao-t 6 ieh , again seen full face on the
broad axes. The neck has four small dragon
forms in pairs facing the feline mask in the
round that forms each end of the handle.
These latter are the outside surfaces of
large sockets which fit ever lugs on the body
of the vessel and give the handle its free-
swinging action. Trie vertical sides of the
cover are decorated with small dragons with
ears, and on each end is a heavy lug whose
outer face carries an inverted cicada in
intaglio. The top of the cover has two
t'ao-t *ioh so placed as to be seen from the
short axes of the vessel , thus the handle
does not interfere with the design. The mush-
room-like knob on top is divided into six
segments on each of which is an inverted
cicada. The handle is decorated on the out-
side by a band of iei-v;en and cicada patterns,
while the inside carries a row of scale
patterns, alternately plain and filled in
with concentric grooves.

An inscription of one character is cast
inside both the vessel and its cover.





23.1 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Chia .

Shang Dynasty.

Vessels of this type are cnaracterized
by pointed le^s, triangular in section,
the round cup with two uprights projecting
from the rim, and the single handle,
(cf. 35.12)

The uprights are capped with bell-shaped
members whose surfaces are decorated with
bands of lei -wen , four triangular teeth,
and three plain rings in relief. Tne body
of the vessel is divided vertically by five
thin segmented flanges, each in two parts,
and the place of the sixth is taken by the
plain flat handle. The neck is decorated
with triangular teeth which include lei-
wen and dragon-forms making up inverted
t * ao-t*ieh . The two main registers are
covered with lei -wen and also have the
elements of the t'ao-t c ieh . The outer
faces of the legs make the framework for
inverted leaf patterns filled with elements
only slightly different from those in the
teeth on the neck. The whole surface of
the vessel is characterized by flatness,
the only relief bein& provided by the eyes
of the dragons and the flanges.

A single character, probably a name, is
cast inside the vessel.
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35.21-
35.22 Pair of bronze tigers.

Chou Dynasty.

The use of these two animals is not
known for certain; but the hollow chamber
in the back of each suggests that they
may have been supporting members for
some larger object. The surfaces are dec-
orated with relief casting in the form of
bands and hooks roughly simulating the
markings on the skin of a tiger. The higher
relief of the haunches end shoulders suggest
the bony structure of the creature. Each
has four long tusks and a row of pointed
teeth., and the six claws of each foot are
curved around a solid object providing sup-
port .
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25.2 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Tsun.

Chou Dynasty.

The rectangular vase with high base and
flaring lip is divided vertically by eight
notched flanges, one at each corner and one
in the middle of each side. Each of the main
registers is covered with lei-wen . On the
base are two dragons face to face on each
side, while the body has pairs of crested
birds in the same positions. On the shoulder
pairs of long-tailed, crested birds face bo-
vine heads which appear in relief on e^ch
side. Long-tailed dragons appear on the
lower part of the neck while tne upper part
is decorated with leaf-shaped elements filled
with lei -wen and dragons.

The smooth, almost black surface has
several characters scratched on it which
have, however, nothing to do with the original
condition :>f the vessel.
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30.54- Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Fang I .

a-b
Chou Dynasty.

The vessel itself is divided into three
horizontal zones of decoration,, and the
cover carries two. From top to bottom run
eight heavy, segmented flanges, one at each
corner, and one in the middle of each side

.

Tne latter four are interrupted at the neck
and at the upper register of che cover.
The perforation of the flanges forms deep
hooks, and the upper two hooks of the cover,
the upper three of the body, and the one on
the base each have sharply protruding lugs
on their outer edges. Similar flanges, on
a smaller scale, ornament tne four corners
of the roof-shaped knob on the cover.

Each of tne horizontal zones carries a
ground pattern of lei-wen . Around the base
•-re twelve crested birds, four on each side,
two on each end, facing the central flange
in each case. The main body of the vessel
has a large t g ao-t f ieh on each side. On the
neck, above the central flanges, are animal
heads of feline type in the round; and each
of these has tv.o snake-like bodies vith heavy
scales placed horizontally on either side.

The cover has a large inverted t e ao-t 6 ieh
on each face; and above th )se on the long
axes, are two confronted long-tailed birds.
On the short ends, this space is reduced to
a triangle and is filled with lei-wen and ex-
tremely stylized dragon forms . These reappear
on the short ends of the knob, while the long
faces of this topmost member again carry in-
verted t'ao-t f ioh .

Inside the vessel is cast a long inscriptio:
which is repeated, with one more character, in
side the cover \ these consist of 186 ana 137
characters respectively. While some details
remain obscure, the general purport of the
inscription is clear. It relates how the King





30.54 (continued)
a-b

of Chou appointed one Ming Pao to take charge
of the government j to set up departments of
external and internal affairs, and to assemble
tne Chief Ministers. Two months later, Ming
Pao was received in audience by the King, and,
when ills reports were concluded, sacrifices
were performed including tne making and dedi-
cation of this vessel. Several officials are
mentioned by title; but, as is typical of
these texts, tne name of tne King is omitted.
It is, therefore, impossible to state the
exact reign in which these events occurred,
but it is perhaps safe to say that it was in
the eleventh century B.C.
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07.33 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Lei .

Chou Dynasty.

The largely uniform., all-over pattern
of this vessel is typical of the work of
the latter part of the Chou Dynasty, par-
ticularly in that it has no single point
of focus . Two registers on the body and
two on the shoulder are made up of symmet-
rically intertwined dragons in low relief;
and round j eye-like studs are distributed
regularly over the surface. it is probable
that originally the pits in these protruber-
ances were inlaid with bits of turquoise
or other semi-precious stones. The upper-
most register on the shoulder is also com-
posed of interlaced dragons; but these are
of different form, and lack the eye -like
studs. On the shoulder are two nancies,
each consisting of two high projections
which support an intricate monster mask.

Bibliography
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39-42 White pottery vessel of the type Lei ,

Shang Dynasty.

This vessel of soft white pottery is
typical of a group which exists mostly
in fragments found at the site of the
last bhang Dynasty capital near Anyang
in the north of Honan Province. It is
made of whitish-buff city fired at a

relatively low temperature, and decorated
with designs incised in the clay while it
was still wet. The zigzag bands of the
all over pattern are alternately plain and
filled with the l ei -wen found on bronzes
of this periou. Around the shoulder are
a series of extremely degenerated dragon
forms with lei-wen between their flat sur-
faces. Just below this on two sides, and
near the bottom of the vessel on one side
appear bovine masks in high relief. Each
is pierced as if to receive a small rope
or thong. The two upper ones may have
been connected by a single rope to serve
as a handle, while a loop through the lover
one could have been used to tip the vessel
for pouring.

Although this exemplifies the skill of
the Chinese potter rather than that of the
bronze caster, it is shown in this gallery
because of the completely harmonious rela-
tionship of the surface design with that
on the bronzes of the same period.
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30.26 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Yu .

Chou Dynasty.

The vessel and cover are divided verti-
cally by four thick, heavy flanges with
slightly notched sides and large project-
ions. Between these flanges, on the
shoulder of the vessel are four long hook-
like projections which have water-buffalo
heads in relief on their outer faces and
heavy lugs below. Two similar members
appear on the short edges of the cover.
The main design consists of birds of
different types in low relief on grounds of
lei-wen ; these appear in three registers on
the body and two on the cover. The shoulder
of the vessel and the top of the cover each
carry a broad band of rounded vertical
ridges. The knob on the top is made up of
six small monster masks back to back. 'The

bail is attached to the neck of the vessel
by interlocking rings. On the outside of
the joint is a monster mask with large palm-
like horns standing up in the round, and in
the middle of each is an eye. The outer
surface of the bail has dragons and lei -wen
interrupted at each upper corner by a bovine
mask with water-buffalo horns.

For otner varieties of this type cf.

4-0.11 and 42.14-
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31.10 Ceremonial food vessel of the type Kuei
(or Chiu )

.

Chou Dynasty.

This vessel illustrates a variant form
of which there are two other examples in
the collection (33.20, 41*3). '±'ne body is
divided into four sections by as many large
heavy handles, and between these are sec-
tional flanges, large and segmented on the
body, small and plain on the base. The
sides of both handles and flanges are dec-
orated with intaglio designs. On the face
of each handle are three water-buffalo
heads in relief, while there is one on each
side of the lugs depending below the hand-
les, and one on the back of each top pro-
jection. Below the latter, another appears
in intaglio on the top of each handle, and
there is a small one in relief on the top
of each flange. In all, twenty-eight such
heads are shown. The contracted area above
the base has panels of lei -wen with a small
dragon on each; and above these are groups
of twelve long, spike-like nipples arranged
in horizontal rows of four. The center sec-
tion has an uninterrupted band of rounded
vertical ridges, and above this the groups
of nipples are repeated.
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25.3 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type CMeh.

Shang 'Dynasty.

This vessel is distinguished from other
tripods by the long spout and pointed lip;
and by the two vertical projections that
rise from the base of the spout.

The legs are triangular in section,
and. the two inner surfac e s ar ^ provided
with depressions which follow the outer
contour. The lower part of the cup is
quite plain , and above this is a wide
band of lei-wen on which appear the ele-
ments of the t ^ao-t f_ieh . This band and
the neck above it are divided vertically
by three thin, lightly notched flanges,
and the fourth dividing line is provided
by the handle which is plain except for
a monster mask at the top., Beneath the
handle is a plain area reserved for an
inscription which, however, is not in-
cluded in this example. The neck is de-
corated with a row of leaf-shaped forms
which rise to varying Heights correspond-
ing to their positions under the lip and
spout. The two vertical members at the
base of the spout have capped tops whose
lower edges are bordered with lei -wen .
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42.1 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Huo .

a-b
Chou Dynasty.

This vessel is classified as a Huo be-
cause of its spout, bat in ether respects
it differs widely from the usual examples
of the type. (cf. 33.2, 36.6) The most
striking feature is the cover which resemb-
les a human face with bottle-shaped horns.
The ears are perforated, and fall just
above two lu^s on the body of the vessel
that were evidently used to attach a handle.

The back of the head is decorated with
two dragon for.us; and between the lower
parts of these begins a series of diamond-
shaped patterns that cover the whole back
of the snake-like body as it winds around
the vessel. This is clearly the body that
goes with the human head; and it will be
noted that it is bordered on one aide with
a scale-like pattern, and, on the other,
with a series of notches like those on the
flanges of many types of vessels. The
creature is provided with two arms in low
relief which begin below the ears, are bent
at the elbow, and end in powerful claws.
On each upper arm is a handle-lug decorated
with a monster mask. Behind the right elbow
is a bird, and behind the left, an inverted
dragon form. In front of the arms are two
dragons with bottle-shaped horns and gaping
jaws which are confronted around the spout,
and, taken together, form a t f ao-t'ieh .

The background is filled with lei -wen .

The base, which is perforated with three
round holes, one under the spout, and one
under each elbow, is decorated with spiral
patterns

.
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38.5 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Kuang .

Shang Dynasty.

In this vessel the handle is provided
by the head and neck of the bird whose
body makes up the lower part of the object,
(cf . 39.53)

.

The whole object is unusually smooth
in contour, with only the feet, wings,
eyes, and ears of the bird raised in low
relief. The feet appear on the base over
a band of lei -wen in which are dragon ele-
ments. The neck, belly, and under side
of the bird's tail are covered with a scale-
like pattern, simulating feathers; and the
wings are slightly raised above this ground.
Above the wings are areas covered with lei-
wen i and within these, at the same level,
are highly stylized dragon forms.

The main part of the cover carries the
same pattern, and is flanged longitudinally
along the back. The end of the cover that
overhangs the mouth of the spout is a mon-
ster head with open mouth and pointed teeth,
and broad round ears standing erect. At
the bac's of the cover is an owl's head with
powerful beak, large round eyes, and horns
rising vertically from the surface of the
cover

.

Inside both the vessel and cover is
cast an inscription of two characters,
probably a monogram.
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36.6 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Huo .

Chou Dynasty.

The vessel is in the form of an ele-
phant whose trunk serves as a spout , thus
placing it in the class huo . Except for
the under belly and the insides of the
legs, the body is covered with lei-wen .

On this, in somewhat higher relief, the
very much disintegrated elements of the
t s ao- 1 jieh appear on the haunches and
the front legs. In the middle of each
side appears an eye-like form surrounded
by four crescents back to back. Near the
top of the b^ck are dragon forms, und
two small worm-like dragons curl over the
forehead. Alon6 the back of the tail,
continued in one section on the cover, and
along the trunk is a thin slightly notched
flange. The face and ears are plain ex-
cept for the eyebrows and slight intaglio
decorations which also appear on the trunk.
The cover is decorated with small worm-
like dragons similar to those on the fore-
head; and the handle is a small elephant
in the round whose pose duplicates that of
the vessel.

For other types of vessels of this class
cf. 33 . 2 and 4-2.1.
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33.2 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Hug

.

Chou Dynasty.

Vessels with spouts for pouring are
usually classified as Huo (cf , 36.6 and
4-2.1); and this example stands on four
solid, cylindrical legs. The body is
made up of four bulbous sections with the
lower part of each resting on one of the
legs. A

The whole surface is covered with
lei -wen ; and the elements of the t 6 ao-t 6 ieh
appear facing each corner. At the back is
a handle decorated with intaglio patterns,
and with a monster head at the top. Be-
tween the ears of the head is a loop which
is joined by a double link to a similar
loop on the cover. Around the neck is a

band of lei -wen with t s ao-t g ieh . The spout
is decorated with leaf-shaped patterns in
intaglio. The cover design consists of
lei -wen with two large t 6 ao-t

[
ieh back to

back, and has a loop handle on the top.

Inside the cover is cast an inscription
of 50 characters of which the last four are
repeated outside the ^ vessel , under the
handle. The name Ch'en-ch'en is that of
the writer of the inscription, and its
presence relates this to a series of nine-
teen other vessels bearing his name, all
excavated near Loyang in Honan Province in
1929. Among ten additional vessels found at
the same time is the Fang I (30.54-); and in
spite of dissimilarities in the execution
of the design of the two vessels, the style
of the inscriptions also suggests a similar
date, sometime in the 11th century B.C.
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38.20 Ceremonial food vessel of the type Kuei
(or Chiu)

.

Chou Dynasty.

Vessels of this type are numerous, and
occur supported by the circular lower
part of the vessel itself (of. 31.10 and
4,1.3); by three or four feet; or, as here,
by a large rectangular stand cast as a

unit with the object. This base is hol-
low, and under the bottom of the bowl of
the vessel are the remains of a loop
which probably suspended a small bell.

The outer surface of the base, within
its plain edges, is covered with lei-wen ,

and on each side is a t g ao-t f ieh with al-
most plain surface. Each t f ao-t c ieh is
flanked by two birds with flowing crests,
and claws clearly represented. The top
of the base is covered with lei -wen at
the corners, and over this are dragon
elements

.

On the vessel itself, the lower part
of the base is glain; and above this is
a band of lei -wen on which are eight of
the so-called silkworm forms arranged in
couples, with each pair of couples facing
the heavy flange which divides the section.
The main body of the vessel is divided by
two heavy flanges with protruding lugs,
and notches on the sides. These are
omitted on the sides with the handles.
The decoration of this register resembles
that on the rectangular base with t c l.o-

t c ieh flanked by crested birds on the
ground of lei -wen ; in this case, however,
the t f ao-t ( ieh are more elaborate, and
may be regarded as confronted dragons
seen in profile. The top register, below
the plain lip, carries eight small dragon
forms with bottle-shaped horns arranged
like the silkworms on the base. Over each
of the flanges is a monster mask in high
relief

.





38.20 (continued)

Two large heavy handles are attached
to the sides of the vessel; and pendant
from them are the heavy luL s character-
istic of the type. At the top of each
lug is a small human head in relief; and
back of these are elements which may be
taken to suggest the feet and legs of
the bird which is the main ornament of the
lower part of the handle. The tail fea-
thers appear above the top of trie lug,
and the wing curves forward from this
point with a snake-like head at the top.
Above this are the eye and ear, both
lying beneath a curling horn. The beak
protrudes in the round from the front of
the handle. The topmost element is a
monster head beneath large curved horns,
each of which suggests a dragon.

Cast inside the vessel is on inscrip-
tion of eleven characters which has been
translated to read:

Po Che-fu made this precious
Chiu to be used for offerings
when royalty is formally re-
ceived .
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35.12 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Chia.

Shang Dynasty.

The vessel is a rectangular variant
of the type whose round form is perhaps
better known (cf. 23.1). The body is
divided vertically by seven thin and
slightly notched flanges, one at each
corner , and one in the middle of each
side except that which holds the handle.
The corner flanges are carried on down
the legs. The dominating feature of the
design is the close, all over pattern of
lei -wen which fills the background and
covers most of the low relief work. The
legs nave a long vertical dragon on each
side, with a cicada between; and the elements
of the t € ao-t e ieh occupy each of the main
panels of the body. in the lower outside
corner of each long face of the vessel are
small, crested creatures with beaks. Above
the main desi bn are rows of small dragons,
two on each end, four on each side; and
above these again are rows of triangular
teeth with inverted cicadas. The handle
is decorated with intaglio patterns and is
surmounted by a bovine head with large,
angular horns. The uprights on the rim
have intaglio patterns on their outer
faces, and rectangular caps with very thin
notched flanges and roof -like tops. They
are decorated with bands of lei-wen , and
tooth-like elements. The rial has a row of
inverted t f ao-t

\
ieh in intaglio, alternat-

ing with triple bands of chevrons sunk in
raised ridges. On the cover are two large
t 6 ao-t i ieh back to back; and the handle
consists of a small owl- Like bird with
erect tufted ears.

An inscription of one character, probably
a name, is cast inside the vessel.





35.12 (Continued)
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4-1.8 Ceremonial food vessel of the type Kuei
(or Chiu )

.

Shang Dynasty.

Although the type is better known with
either two or four Handles (cf« 31.10 and
38.20) 3 this example is not unique in this
respect

.

The base and body of the vessel are
covered with lei-won , and are divided
into sections by six slightly notched
vertical flanges. In low relief on the
base are dragons arranged in pairs facing
alternate flanges. On the main body of
the vessel are the elements of the t e ao-
t * ieh . Above this is a band of small]

dragons
3 two in each section; and each

two pairs face a monster mask in the round
that covers the lower half of every other
flange. On the neck is a series of broad
triangular teeth each decorated with lei-
wen and an inverted cicada.

Inside the bowl is cast an inscription
of two characters, probably a monogram.





3B.6 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Chin

.

a-b
Chou Dynasty.

The vessel , as a whole , is divided
into four well-defined horizontal bands
of decoration which are bordered by thin
raised lines, and the cover constitutes
a fifth register. It will be noted that
the surface of the vessel and of the re-
lief elements which decorate it are per-
fectly plain; and that two thin, rounded,
vertical flanges divide the three lower
bands and the top on the broad axis of
the vessel

.

The main part of the body carries the
elements of the t ( ao-t ^ieh , while below
and above it are groups of four small
dragons arranged in pairs facing the
flanges. The bottom ana top dragons are
of different types. The t € ao-t ( ieh appears
again on the neck and on the cover ; and
the three occurrences of this form serve
to illustrate some of the various ways in
which it may be composed.

Inside both the vessel and its cover
is cast an inscription of one character,
probably a name.
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4-2.14- Ceremonial vane vessel of the type Yu

.

a-b
Shang Dynasty.

This vessel is a less asual variant of
a well known type, as will be seen by com-
parison with ^.0.11 and 30.26. The form
here is that of two owls ;-laced back to
back, and instead of resting on an ovoid
base, the vessel is supported by trie feet
of the owls. It will be noted, too, that
a handle was originally provided; and
that, though it is now missing, the lugs
by which it was attached to the body still
remain.

Two prixicipal ground patterns cover the
surface of the vessel. In addition to the
usual lei-wen , there are scale-like forms
alternately plain and decorated with
spirals. These are arranged to simulate
fea triers, and appear appropriately on the
breast and wings of each owl. On eacn
foot is curled a scaly dragon with a sin-
gle bottle-shaped horn. The body of the
vessel is divided by thin slightly notched
vertical flanges. The wings are bordered
by bands of small circles as are the rims
of both the vessel and cover, above and
below each wing is placed a small, long-
tailed bird with large, protruding eye,
and bottle-shaped horn. The lugs which
fastened the handle are decorated vvith
monster masks.

The cover consists of the heads of the
two owls, and carries four short flanges
similar to those on the body. The two
that run longitudinally nave been shortened
to allow for the strong beaks. The eyes
are large, round, and truly ov 1-like, and
above them are elaborate horns. The charac-
teristic knob on the cover is roof-shaped,
and each of its four faces is decorated
with an inverted t ( dO-t < ieh.

Underneath the vessel, between the four
feet, is a plain area in which are cast in





4-2.14- (continued)
a-b

intaglio two t s ao-t i ich and a coiled
dragon with bottle-shaped horns.

It is of interest to note that in
spite of the formal treatment of the
whole object, there is no difficulty
in recognizing here the eagle-owl of
Europe and Asia, known in this country
as the Great Horned owl.
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39.53 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Kuang .

a-b
Shang Dynasty.

This covered vessel with handle and
broad spout was apparently designed to
be used with one hand for pouring. (cf.33.5)

A ground pattern of lei -wen appears on
all registers. Over this, on the base,
are eight small fish facing inward in
pairs on each side. The main body of the
vessel begins with a smooth area above
which is the principal band of decoration
divided by three slightly notched vertical
flanges; a fourth flange was undoubtedly
omitted because of the nandle. The t s ao-
t 6 ieh appears on each side,, and, in this
case, is clearly made up of two confronted
dragons seen in profile. Over the ground
pattern of the neck, on each side of the
vessel, are seen two birds, an elephant, a
hare, and a dragon. The handle, attached
to the back, is decorated with vertical
grooves, wnile at the top is an animal
mask surmounted by ram's horns in the round.

The cover has a iar fe e monster mask at
both the front and the back v;ith the gen-
eral features outlined on an otherwise
smooth ground. The front mask appears to
be bovine in type with bottle-shaped horns
standing up in the round, and an open
mouth showing sharp pointed teeth. Ears
protrude laterally below the horns. The
other mask is of feline type with broad
round ears rising vertically. Between the
two masks, the cover is decorated with
lei -wen , and dragon forms in relief. The
top is divided longitudinally by a flange
whose notching is more complicated than
that on the main vertical flanges of the
body

.





39.53 (Continued)
a-b
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40.3 Ceremonial wine vessel of the type Ku .

Shang Dynasty.

This beaker with wide foot and wider
mouth is one of a large group in which
considerable variation in form may be
observed. The general proportions may
be thicker and shorter, or taller and
slimmer, but this example would seem to
be about average.

The vessel is made in three sections
connected by plain joints; and in the
lower of these are two cross-shaped aper-
tures whose function in unknown, but
which may have played some part in the
manufacture of the object. The two
lower sections each carry four thin ver-
tical flanges, slightly notched. The
ground pattern in these sections consists
of lei-wen ; and, over this, in low relief,
also covered with lei-wen, are the elements
which make up the t s ao-t 6 ieh . Around the
top of the lowest section are four cicada
patterns, horizontally arranged in facing
pairs. At the base of the top section
are four curling forms with scaly backs
which have been tentatively identified as
silkworms. Above these rise four leaf-
like elements all closely covered with
lei-wen .

Inside the lower section is cast an
inscription of two characters

<>
probably

a family monogram.
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37.1 Ceremonial food vessel of the type Yu .

Chou Dynasty.

This vessel, of a type which is not
numerous, has a plain surface underlying
the various bands of decoration,

The band of ornament around the base
is divided by four short, plain, vertical
flanges each of which is in the center of
a t*ao-t c ieh . These latter are made up
of pairs of confronted dragons, seen in
profile; and are in fairly high relief
with rounded edges. The raised parts of
the design are decorated with a few single
lines in intaglio, and tne^ spaces between
them are filled with lei-wen . The decora-
tion of the main part of the vessel con-
sists of twelve pendant, leaf-like forms
filled with lei -wen on which appear long
thin dragon forms with horns enecuted in
rounded relief as below. Two large handles,
simulating twisted rope, protrude from the
sides of the vessel and curve upward to an
almost vertical position. The neck orna-
ment is divided by eight vertical flanges
resembling those on the base; and these
split the centers of an equal number of
t e ao-t*ieh on a ground of lei-ben

.

Inside the bottom of the vessel is cast
a dedicatory inscription of seven characters.
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RQIh OK ILLUSTRATIONS

The photographs do not accurately show the
relative sizes of the objects. Maximum over-
all measurements are given in the list on the
following page.





Number Inches Millirae ters

39.5 H. 8-15/16 X ft

.

20-3/3 <C(C.7 X .513

40.11 H. 14-3/16 X w. 10-1/; .361 X .267

23.1 H. 20-13/16 X V, . i; .523 X .305

35.21 H. 9-7/8 X L. 29-5/8 .2 52 X .752

35.22 H

.

9-7/3 X L. 29-7/3 .251 X • 759

25.2 H. 13-15/16 X V. . 11 .353 X .279

30.54 H. 13-7/3 X ft . 9-11/16 .351 X . 246

07.33 H

.

13-15/16 X ft . 16-3/4 • 353 X .425

39-4-2 H

.

13-1/16 X ft

.

11-15/16 .331 X .302

30.26 H

.

20-1/16 X ft

.

13-11/16 • 509 X .348

31.10 H. 9-1/3 X ft

.

14-7/16 .231 X .366

25-3 H

.

9-7/3 X ft

.

8-7/3 ,251 X .225

42 .

1

fl. 7-1/8 X w. 3-3/16 .131 X .203

38.5 H. 9-1/4 X L. 12-1/4 .235 X .310

36.6 H. 6-3/4 X L. 8-3/3 .172 X . <.12

33.2 H. 3-3/4 X ft . 3-1/4 • 2 ic3 X .210

38.20 H. 11 X ft . 13-7/16 .230 X .341

35.12 H. 16 X ft . 9-7/3 • 406 X .251

41.8 H. 5-1/2 >. ft . 3-1/4 .139 X .210

38.6 H. 7-1/2 X ft . 3-1/2 .190 X .039

42 .14 H. 9-7/16 X ft . 3-3/3 • < 40 X .213

39.53 H. 6-9/16 X L. 7-9/16 .167 X .192

40.3 H. 11-3/16 X ft . 6-3/16 . 284 X .157

37.1 H. 16-7/16 X ft . < <t — 1/4 • 413 X .565
























